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SUMMARY
As part of a general progrsm to determine the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of bodies of revolution operating at mpersonlc speeds and at
moderate angles of attack, four nmdel configurations of fineness ratios
12.2 and 14.2 were Investigated In the WA Lewis 8- by 6-foot super-
sonic tunnel. Force, mment, and base-pre8sure coefficients were meas-
ured for a range of angles of attack from 0° to lo” at free-stream Mach
numbers of 1.50, 1.60, 1.79, and 1.99 with a range of Reynolds mnibers -
mom 29x106 to 40)cL06 based on body length.
At zero angle of attack the experimental results of the investi:
gation indicated that the increase in model fineness ratio from 12.2
to 14.2, by adding a cylindrical section, dld not appreciably affect
the total drag, measured.base drag, or fore drag coefficient. Boattail-
m, however, increased the model fore drag but decreased the measured
. base drag considerably, resulting in a considerable decrease of total
drag. Decreasing the boattail conv~gence from 0.174 to 0.074 increased
the measured base hag but decreased the Iwdel fore drag with a sub-
sequent further decrease in tutal drag. At angle of attack the increase
of model fineness ratio, by adding a cylindrical s~ctlon, resulted in
an increase In the Incremental fore drag and lift coefficients based on
MaxWum cross-sectional area. The center of pressure location as a per-
cent of the mdel length was unchanged by the increase In fineness ratio.
Boattailing produced a decrease dn 13ft and incremental fore drag and a
forward mov~t of the center of pressure location with a resultant
increase in pitching mment about the first station of maximum cross
section located approxhuatel.y7.5 msximum dismeters from the nose.
Decreasing the boattail conv&gence did not
but increased the incremental fore drag and
the first station of madmum cross section.
appreciably affect t~ lift
the pitching moment about
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Conq&rison of experimental results with results calculated with the
method presented by KIJ_en(reference 1), which a~roximates the effects . “
of viscosity on an incldned body of revolution, indicated that this
method was a significant Improvement uver the linearized potential theory
‘ in predicting the forces on a slender body of revolution, psrticularti g
at the higher angles of attack. For the cylindrical eft=body mdels$
the use of KllenIs method overestimated the lift cotificient but pre-
dicted the center of pressure location quite accurately. The lift coef-
ficient was predicted-for the boattail &del at the
Mach nuniberbut the center of pressure location was
ahead of the base by the method presented by Allen.
=ODUCTIQt?
loir free-stream
est-ted too fsr
..
A s~les of bodies of revolution have been Imrestigated in the
8- by 6-foot supersonic tunnel as part of a general program to determine
the aerodynamic ~acterlatics of bodies of revolution at supersonic
speeds and moderate angles of attack. For this investigation, the p=a- —
bol.icbody of revolution of references 2 and 3 was modified aft of the
station of maximum diameter (station 45) by changes in the afterbody
“
contours.
w
The purposes of this imestigation were to protide aerodynamic force
and moment data-for bodies of revolution and to determine the tiects on
the aerodynamic characteristicsproduced by changes in the mdel fineness
ratio, af’terbodyshape, and boattail convergence. The ~erimental data
are caqpared with values calculated by existing theoretical methods (ref-
erences 1 and 4) to provide a further evaluation of these methods.
The four configurationswere Investigated for a range of angles
of attack from 0° to 10° and at tiee-stzeam Mach numbers of 1.50, 1.60$
1.79, and 1.99. The Reynolds mmiber based on body length was approxi-
mately 35%L06.
The
%
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SYMmm
following symbols are used in this report:
total drag coefficient, D/c@f
base pressure drag meffloient,+ %p,b ‘~
drag coefficient of circuler cylin& section based on cross-
flow Mach number and Reynolds nuuiberbased on mmch?mm body
diameter
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lift coefficient, L/~~
t coefficientpitching—momen ’45about station 459 _
normal force coefficient, —
&ax
base pressure Coefficient, (P-PO)/~
drag foroe
base diameter
sting *ter
center of pressure location ahead of base measured along
bo@ -s, %,& ~+(~-45) -
%
llft force
model length
Mach mmiber
pitching moment
approximately
normal force
static pressure
-c pressure,
area of base
about statton of mmdmum cross section,
7.5 msxlmum diameters flwm nose (station 45)
mmdmum cross-sectional.area
angle of attack
ratio of specific heats (1.40)
ratio of drag coefficien!%~-~m cylinder of finite length
to that for cylinder of Infinite length
.4
subscripts:
b model base
P pressure
s Sting
o free-stream conditions
mPMwKJs MD PRocEDmE
Schematic diagrams of the configurations of
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this investigation
presented in figure 1. The eqwti.ons and the coordinates of the models
are given in table 1.
The basic body common to models 1, 2, 3, and 4 consisted of a
sharp-nose parabollc contoured body of revolution Identical to the —
portion of the IIM2ARM-10 fuselage (c& referemwm 2 and 3) ahead & the
Statlczld mxdmum moss eection approximately 7.5
.
lmdnlum diameters
frcxnthe nose (statim 45), foUuwed by a oyllIMlrloalseoticm appmxb -
mtely 2.71 diameters in length. m
Models 1 and 2 were formed by attaching a I&inch boattail section
and a 12-inch cyl.lndricalsection, respectively,’to the basic body.
Models 3 and 4 were obtained by inserting a cylindrical section,
D. 75 inches in len@h, between the basic body and the end sections of
mdels 1 and 2$ respectively.
The models me sting sup-ted ticm the main tunnel strut with
the strain-gage balance located inside the mdels. Only the forqes On
the bodies were measured and no tare corrections were necessary.
The angle of attack of the model was deterndned by adding to the
indicated strut angle a staticsXly calibrated mdel inclination due to
sting and balance deflection resulting frcxnthe measured normal forces
and mments. The static pressures at the base of the nmdel were measured
by four orifices located around the base of the mdel as shown in
figure 1.
~ch configuration was Investigated at free-stream Mach nunibers1.50,
1.60, 1.79, and 1.99 for a range of angles Of attack fbom & to 100. The
average Reynolds nuniber for each mdel, based on model length, is shown in
table II for each free-strem Mach mniber.
.
.—
.
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METHOD OF COMPUTATION AND REDUCTION OF DATA
The measured no&al and axial force; were analytically resolved into
llft and drag components. Pitching moment was measured about station 45
and is presented in coefficient form.
The qerhental results obtained for the models of fineness ratio
14.2 at Mach nmibers 1.50 and 1.60 are subject to the effects of model
nose shock reflecting fr.gmthe tunnel walls into the vicinity of the
base. For the models of fineness ratio 12.2 at the free-stream Mach num-
ber of 1.50, it was ~ected that the reflected shock intersected the
sting downstream of the model base but the base pressure might st~ be -
affected Qs indicated in ref=ence 5. For all models, however, the effect
on the force coefficients other then the base drag coefficient was pre-
sumed to be comparatively small.
The data at a free-stream Mach nrmiber1.50 for models of fIneness
ratio 14.2 and 12.2 and the data at a free-stream Mach number of 1.60
for nmdels of ffneness ratio 14.2 were probably affected by weak disturb-
ances in the flow (reference 3). Due to the lack of pressure instru-
mentation no ccmrection to the data could be evaluated. Howev=, the
probable magnitude of the &fect of reflected nose shock and the weak
tumnel disturbances ulll be discussed and Indicated subsequently.
Based on the data presented h reference 6, for the ratio of sting
diameter to maximum body diameter of 0.40 and the ratio of unobstructed
sting length to maximum body diamet~ of a~o~tely 2.71, the effect
of the sting on the base pressure drag of models 1 and 3 is believed to
be negligible. Any further effect of the sting on the boattail surface
pressure drag is also presumably quite small. For mdels 2 and 4, how-
ev=, it was inferred from the data of reference 5 that the base-pressure
drag may be significantly affected by the presence of the sting, but no
correction for this #feet was feasible.
The theoretical lift, drag, and pitching moment of the bodies were
computed from the linearized potential them’y (assuming flow follows
entire body) presented In reference 4 and the method of reference 1.
Based on the conditions of this investigation,
?= 0.72 -a
of reference 1.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
m srerage value of
was used for the method
The variation Or lift coefficient (based on mximum cross-sectional
area) tith mgle of attack at four Mach”nunhrs is presented in figure 2
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for the four models. These data indicate that the llft curve slope
increased with angle of attack end free-stream Mach mumiberfor both the
-.
. .
cylindrical afterbody and boattailed models. At small angles of attack,
however, the lift coefficient was nearly Independent of free-stream Mach ~
number. .
The calculated variations of Ilft coefficientwith angle of attack
based on linearized potential theory and the method of reference 1 are
also Included in figure 2. Inasmuch as the calculated veliuesare
independent of free-stresm.Mach nmiber, neither potential theory nor
the method of r<~ence 1 predicts the increase In lift with free-stream
Mach nmiber. In general, potential theory underestimated the llft for
all configurations. At high angles of attack the underestimationwas
more pronounced for the boattailed models (figs. 2 a and 2(c)) than for
[1the cylindrical sfterbody models (figs. 2(b) and 2 d ). At angles of
attack below approximateely 4°, the theoretical values are in fair agree-
ment with the experimental results for the cylindrical afterbody ?mdels.
The inability of ~earized potential theo~ to predict the llft above
4° angle.of attack may be attributable in part to the effects of VIS-
cosity and in part to the inabillty of the theory to accurately predict
the potential flow pressure distribution due to angle of attack as
discussed in reference 7.
—.___ __
The method of reference 1 is in good agreement with the lift coef- ,
fi.cientdata of the boattail mdels, particular~ at the low free-stream
Mach numbers as shown in figures 2(a) and 2(c). For the cylindrical
afterbody models, however, the calculated lift coefficients overestl.mate
the experimental data at all free-stream Mach numbers, particularly the
data at the low free-stream Mach numbers as shown in fIgures 2(b) and
2(d).
In general, approximating the tiscosity effects by the method of
reference 1 results in a significant improvement over potential theory
In predicting the lift coefficients, especially for the boattall models,
and for the cylindricalafterbody mdels at the higher angles of attack.
For these nmdels, the cross-flow Reynolds number from whtch the
~ue of Cd,c (used in method of reference 1) is determined falls
wlthln the &ritical range indicated in reference 1. Consequently, the
=ue of Cd,c would vsxy abruptly end an erratic variation of ~
would be expected. Examination of all lift data does not, however,
reveal any noticeably erratic trends except for a slight decrease in the
rate of increase of the lift curve slope for model 2 between 20 and 40
angle of attack. This small deviation may possibly be attributable to
the critical cross-flow Reynolds nuniberbut is not substantiatedby the
data of model 4, which more closely a~oxlmates a smoothly Increasing
.
.
--
.$
.
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Mft curve than model 2. Model 4 would be expect@ to be more sensittve
.
to cross-flow Reynolds number in the critical range because It has a
P 10IW= cylindrical l-h than model 2.
m
It was therefore concluded that
for these data there was no significant effect on the lift resulting from$ the variation of the cross-flow Reynolds number In the critical range.
!t!hevalue of Cd,c = 1.2 used in the method of reference 1 provides
reasonably good agrcement between the calculated and exp~tal values.
In addition, the trend of the lift variation is better approdmated by
the use of a constant ValUe of Cd,c than a variable Cd,c correspond-
ing to the cross-flow Reynolds nmber at each angle of attack as shown in
figure 2(b).
.
The variation of pitching—~ t coefficient with angle of attack
for the four configurations Is presented W fIgure 3 at four Mach nuuib=s.
Although the pltchlng—~ t coefficient is essentially Independent of
ties-stream Mach number, a small decrease was noted with increasing free-
stresm Mach nuniberfor the boatt&Al mdel of fti~ess ratio 14.2
(fig. 3(c)).
.
.
As shown in figure 3, the pitching-llmmentcoefficients calculated by
both potentisL theory and the method of reference 1 shcw an increasing
divergence for the arbitrary c~ter of moments chosen in this investigation
(station 45). Better agreement was obtained between the calculated values
and the exper~tal pitching-moment coefficients for the cyl.lndrical
afterbody models figs. 3(b) and 3(d)) than for the boattail models
[(figs. 3(a) and 3 c)). These results, huwever, app= fortuitous because
the agreememt between the calculated Mues and the experimental pitching-
?mment coefficients will be influenced by the location of the ceuter of
moments. (For example, at @ angle of attack at a free-stresm Mach nuniber
of 1.50, the method of ref~ence 1 would overesttite the pitchhg-
moment coefficient for nmdel 2 abou~ station O by apprmdmately 40 per-
cent, whereas potential theory muld underestimate the experimental
results by nearly 30 perc~t. The same Inadequacy of poteutial theory
and the method of reference 1 to predict the pitching+mmen t character-
istics can be demonstrated for the boattail models. It can be concluded
that agr cement of the calculated with the experimental pitching—mmen t
characteristics was depemdent upon the arbitrarily selected center of
momexlts.)
The vsrlation of center of pressure location with an@e of attack
for the four models Is presented in figure 4, as the ratio of its dis-
tance from the base to the body length d/Z. The center of pressure
moved r~ d with Increasing angles of attack for the cylindrical
afterbody and boattdl bodies. The remward shift of the center of pres-
sure location for the boattail nmdels (figs. 4(a) and 4(C)) was about
30 percent of the model lmgth and for the cylindrical afterbody ndels
(figs. 4(b) and 4(d)) the rexxrwardshift was about 12 percent of the model
leugth.
8
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.
These results indicate a greater increase in the forces over the
boattail secti.o.nwith increasing angle of attack than f= the corres- _ ‘
POU~ CYltidrical afterbody section.
~
The center of pressure locations for the cylindrical afterbody
models were tirtually independent of free-stream Mach number. The maxi-
mum rearward shift with increaslmg free-stream Mach nuuiberwas about
4 percent of the model l&gth. The boattail nmdels, however, e~eri-
enced a rearward movement of the center of pressure location of approxi-
mately 1S percemt of the body length at the low angles of attack to
—
20 percent at the higher angles of attack as the free-stresm Mach nuniber
—
was increased from 1.50 to 1.99. l
Coqarison of”the experimental center of pressure locatian with the
values calculated by the potential theory indicateB that.the theory pre-
—
M.cted the center of pressure location too fsr forward of the base for
—
these models. Better agreement is obtained between the potential theory
and the e~erimental c~ter of prestie location for the cylindrical
[
afterbody models figs. 4(b) and 4(d)) than for the boattail models
—.
(figs. 4(a) and 4 c)).
.
Inasmuch as the potential theory does not predict the rearward
shift of the center of pressure with increasing angle of attack the
discrepancy between the theoretical values and the data becomes nmre
,-
pronounced at the higher angles of attack. -
The rearwsrd shift of the center of pressure with angle of attack
is predicted reasonably well for the boattail models by the method of
reference 1. The calculated values are, however, too fer forwwd of the
base at all free-stresm Mach numbers and angles of attack. For the
cylindrical tierbody models the method of ref&ence 1 predicted the
center of pressure location accurately (figs. 4(b) and 4(d)). In general,
the method of reference 1 shows a marked @rovemen t,in the prediction of
the center of pressure location for the bodies of revolution, particul@y
for the boattailed bodies.
The variation of incremental fore drag coefficient with angle of
attack for the four models at four Mach numbers is presented in figure 5.
In general, the method of reference 1 predicts the increase of incre-
mental fore drag with angle of attack, whereas the potential theory
appreciably underestimatesthe measured values at the higher angle of
attack. The Underesthation of the incremental fore drag is associated
with the inebility of the potential theory to”predict the normal force
or the lift.
.—
2
.
.
.
.
.
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Cowari.son of the aerodynamic ~acteristics of models having the
ssme ratio of base area to maxlnmm area, but different fineness ratios
are presented In figure 6 to show the effect of fineness ratio on the
aerodynamic chexacteristlcs. These data show that increasing the ftie-
ness ratio from 12.2 to 14.2 resulted b an increase in the ltft coef-
ficient as @t be expected from consideration of viscosity effects.
The increase In llft coefficient at each angle of attack for both aft=-
body configurationswas practicsJ3y independent of the free-stream Mach
number (figs. 6(8) and 6(b)). ‘
Inasmuch as the increased fIneness ratio for these models was
obtained by ins~ting a cylindrical section of meximum -ter aft of
station 45, it would be anticipated that a decrease of moment coeffi-
cl=t about station 4S would result from the increment of llft force.
Thts decrease of mmant coefficient Is evidenced in figures 6(c)
and 6(d) which present the tiation of the pitching—~ t Coefficient
with free-stresm Mach number for a range of angles of attack. The
decrease im pitching—moment coefficient with increase in fineness ratio
was larger for the cylindrical efterbody models than for the boattail
nmdels even though the llft coefficient Increment was ne=ly the same
for both configurations. This ~erence in decrease of ~nt coeffi-
cient may be attributed to an effectively larger moment arm for the
resultant incremental normal force on the aft portion of the cylindrical
afterbody model.
Although the lift Increased and pitching mment about station 45
was reduced tith ticreased fineness ratio, the center of pressure location
as a perc=t of the nmdel lmgth was not changed appreciably as determined
from figure 4.
The variation of the incremental fore drag coefficient with fiee-
streem Mach nunib~ Is presented in figures 6(e) and 6(f) for a range of
angle of attack. These figures illustrate a slight Increase In incre-
mental fore drag coefficimt with Increase in fineness ratio at each
angle of attack. The ticrease in this parameter with increased finmss
ratio is virtually proportional @ the imcreaee in normal force coeffi-
cient inasmuch as the total asdal force coefficient did not vary appreci-
ably with this Zncrease of fineness ratio.
The effect of boattailing on the aerodynamic characteristics Is
shown in figure 7. The high= lift coefficient obtained for the cylin-
drical efterbody models than for the boattail mtils at each angle of
attack and free-stresm Mach nrmibercan be attributed to the negative
14.ftcomponent over the boattail of models 1 and 3 (figs. 7(a) and 7(b));
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As might be anticipated, the negative lift coqonent on the boat-
tafl models 1 and 3 resulted in an appreciable increase of pitching
moment about station 45 as cqed to the corresponding cylindrical
tierbody mdel (figs. 7(c) and 7(d)). This increase in pitching
moment is approximately independent of free-stieam Mach nuniberbut
increases with Increasing Qle of attack.
At each angle of attack a kger Increase of mment coefficient
between the cylindrical afterbody and boattail models was measured for
the models having a fineness ratio Or 14.2 than the models having a
fineness ratio of 12.2. This larger increase h moment coefficient
results from the difference in llft components between the bcet~l and
cylindrical afterbody sections acting at a greater distance from the
center of moments fcm the bodies of larger fineness ratio.
The miation of Incremental fore drag with free-stream Mach nuniber
is pres~ted in figures 7(e) and 7(f) for a range of angles of attack.
The incremental fore drag was nearly independent of body shape at low
angles of attack. Fcm the bodies of fineness ratio 14.2 at 10° angle of
attaok, however, the hi@er lnczremenljalfore dmg for the oylindrlcal
afterbody model than the boattail model is largely due to the great=
increase of the normal force of the cylindrical afterbody mdel compared
to the boattall models.
SOms indication of the effect of boattail convergence (clefined as
ratio of difference between mximum diameter and base diameter to twice
the boattall length) on the aerodymamLc characteristics can be obthed
by ccmpxring the results of mdel 1 with the data for the IUCA RM-10
presented In reference 3. The two mdels were identicalwith respect to
base area, maximum cross-sectional area, over-all length, and body shape
for the first 7.5 maximum diameters of model length (that is, to
station 45). The model of ref=ence 3, however, had a boattail con-
vergence ratio of approximately 0.074 as ccmpared to a boatttil con-
vergence of 0.174 for model 1. The variation of lift, pitching mcnnent,
and incremental fore dreg coefficients with free-stresm Mach numbers for
these two nmdels is ‘presentedin figure 8 for a range of angles of attack.
The lift coeffichnts presented in figure 8(a) are approximately equal
and are not appreciably influenced by the change In boattall convergence
of these two models. The pitching moment presented in figure 8(b),
however, decreased for the lerger boattail convergence, p~tlcularly at
the higher free-stream Mach nunhr and angles of attack. The lower
pitching nmment for nmdel 1 compared to the nmdel of reference 3 is not
in agreement with the prediction based an LLnemized potential thecmy and
is probably indicative of the influence of the body geometry on the vis-
cosity effects. An appreciable increase In the ticremental fore drag
.
coefficient (fIg. 8(c)) occurred with the decrease in boattail convergence
at an angle of attack of 6° and 8°.
.
.
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The effect of afterbody shape on the drag parameters at 0° angle
of attack can be determined from figure 9. The variation of total
drag, boattail pressure drag, fore drag, and base drag coefficients with
free-stream Mach mmiber me presented for the models 1, 2, 3, and 4 and
the model of references 2 sad 3. These data were presmably lml?luenced
by tunnel flow irregularities (reference 3) at free-stream Mach numbers
1.50 and 1.60 but no correatiaus oould be calculated for these effeots
because of the lack of pmsswe Instrumentati.cm. The ** at free-stream
Mach rnmibersof 1.79 and 1.99 were therefore extrapo~ted to 1.50 and
1.60 in accordance with the ltnear variations of the data observed in
reference 3 to Indicate the probable tient of the effect of the tunnel
fluw irregularities a the data.
The extrapolated curves Indicate that the probable effect of the
flow irregularttles was to reduce the total drag coefficient at free-
stream Mach numbers of 1.50 and 1.60 to a nwximum of 6 percent
(fig. 9(a)). The decrease-In total-drag coefficient resulted ~ktly
from the decrease In the base drag component (fig. 9(b)) and to a small
extent by the reduction of the fore drag (flg. 9(c)) or more specifically
the reduction of the boattail surface pressure drag (fig. 9(d)). (Boat-
tail surface pressure drag for mdel 1 was c~uted as the difference h
fore drags of mdel.s 1 and 2.)
~tx the effect of fineness mtio (increased ~ a- a
cylindrical sectton) on these drag components was smalL, the effect of
bcattailing was of significant proportion. The Influence of boattailing
on the drag components was determined by c~aring the model havin# a
cylindrical afterbody (model 2) with the nmdels having the same forebody
and fineness ratio (I2.2) but with varying boattail ccmvergence (O.174
and 0.074 on nmdel 1 and the MAC!ARM-10, respectively).
The total drag of the mdel ha- a cylindrical afterbody was
reduced appro~tely 30 percent by a boattail convergence of 0.174
(model 1) and decreased by approxlmatel.y45 percent by increasing the
boattail length by decreasing the convergence to 0.074 (NACA RM-10). The
reduction in total drag is effected primarily by the kge reduction in
the base drag of approximately 75 percent as a result of boattal~ng
(flg. 9(b)); for the boattail models, the fore dmg increased with
Increasing boattail convergence. The increased fore drag IS due to the
Increased boattail surface pressure drag as shown = figure 9(d).
The variation of base pressure coefficient with free-stream Mach
number for the configurations investigated and the nmdel of reference 3
is presented in figure 10 at an angle of attack of 0°. The effect of
bosttalling was to demease the megnitude & the ~gative base Ps-
sure coefficient capered to the base pressure coefficient of the
oyllndrtcal titerbody models.
12
A hysteresis effect on
angle of .attack’asreported
investigation. The average
base pressure tith
in reference 3 was
increasing
also noted
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and decreasing
In this
.
—
values, however, were presented as the
-*
increment of base pressure coefficient with angle of attack at four Mach
~
numbers In figures n(a) to U.(d). The effects of fineness ratio a~
boattailing on these &ta are not distinct.
estimate of the effect of angle of attack on
cient can be determined from fIgure 11.
SUMMARY CF RESULTS
The aerodynamic ctiacteristics of four
However, a qualitative
the base pressure coeffi-
..-
.
slender potited-nose bodies
of revolution me investigated in the NACA Lewis 8- by 6-foot supersonic
wind tunnel at a Reynolds nrmiberof appro~tely 35X106 and at free-
stream Mach nunibersof 1.50, 1.60, 1.79, and 1.99 through a range of
angles of attack. From this investigation the followlng results were
.
obtained:
1. Increasing the model fineness ratio fram 12.2 to 14.2 by adding
a cyl.lndricalsection dld not appreciably tiect the measured total drag,
.
base drag, fore @rag, or the base pressure coefficient at zero angle of
attack. The increase in nmdel ftieness ratio resulted in an increase in .
the Incremental fore drag and lift coefficient at angle of attack. The
center of pressure location as a percent of the body length was not
changed by the increase in body fineness ratio.
.
2. At an angle of attack of 0°, bcattailing increased the model
fore drag but decreased the measured base drag a~reciably with a
resultant decrease of total drag. The measured base pressure coefficient
was also decreased. At angle of attack, boattaillng produced an increase
In pitchhg mment about the station of ~ diameter located’approA-
mately 7.5 maxhum diameters from the nose and a decrease in l&t and
Incremental fore drag.
3. Decreasing the boattail convergence from approximately 0.174 to
0.074 increased the nwasured base drag but reduced the model fore drag
with a resultant decrease of the nmdel total drag at 0° angle of attack.
With increasing angle of attack, the lift was not appreciably affected by
the change In boattail convergence but the pitching moment about station 45
and the lncr~tal fore dreg were increased.
4. The method developed by KClen (reference 1) was a significant
Improvement over the linearized potential theory In predicting the aero-
dynamic characteristics of tidies of revolution investigated, parttmly -
at the higher singlesof attack.
.
- ---—-
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5. For the cylindrical afterbody models, use of Allen’s method
overestimated the llft coefficient above 2° angle of attack at all free-
stream lkch numibersbut preticted the center of ~emure tication quite
accurately for these conditons. For the boattall modeb at all angles
of attack, the Allcm method generally was in good agreauent with the
llft coefficients at the low free-stream Mach nunibersbut predicted the
center of pressure locaticm too far forward of the base at all free-
stream Mach nunbers.
Lewis Flight Propubion Laboratory,
NationeJ Advisory Comittee for Aeronautics,
Cleveland, Ohio, Septdber 1.5,1950.
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